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Anthony Mann (1906–1967) is renowned for his outstanding 1950s Westerns starring James

Stewart (Winchester '73, The Naked Spur, The Man from Laramie). But there is more to

Mann's cinematic universe than those tough Wild West action dramas featuring conflicted and

secretive heroes. This brilliant Hollywood craftsman also directed fourteen electrifying crime

thrillers between 1942 and 1951, among them such towering achievements in film noir as T-

Men, Raw Deal, and Side Street. Mann was as much at home filming dark urban alleys in black-

and-white as he was the prairies and mountains in Technicolor, and his protagonists were no

less conflicted and secretive than his 1950s cowboys.In these Mann crime thrillers we find

powerful stories of sexual obsession (The Great Flamarion), the transforming images of

women in wartime and postwar America (Strangers in the Night, Strange Impersonation),

exploitation of Mexican immigrants (Border Incident), studies of the criminal mind (He Walked

by Night), and Civil War bigotry (The Tall Target). Mann's forceful camera captured such

memorable and diverse stars as Erich von Stroheim, Farley Granger, Dennis O'Keefe, Claire

Trevor, Richard Basehart, Ricardo Montalbán, Ruby Dee, and Raymond Burr.The Crime Films

of Anthony Mann features analysis of rare documents, screenplays, story treatments, and

studio memoranda and reveals detailed behind-the-scenes information on preproduction and

production on the Mann thrillers. Author Max Alvarez uses rare and newly available sources to

explore the creation of these noir masterworks. Along the way, the book exposes secrets and

solves mysteries surrounding the mercurial director and his remarkable career, which also

included Broadway and early live television.
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INTRODUCTIONIn the world of cinema history studies, Anthony Mann is an enigma: a

celebrated twentieth century Hollywood filmmaker whose life and career is shrouded in

haziness and mystery. Compounding this is the fact that what little has been written about

Mann in his native country is erroneous and apocryphal. While never reluctant to talk about his

work when journalists interviewed him on infrequent occasions, Mann did not leave behind a

detailed account of his private and professional existence. Some have used his erratically

documented background as an excuse not to investigate further or, even worse, to consult well-

worn and dubious sources, thus guaranteeing the preservation of myths and

distortions.Although this book was initially conceived to focus exclusively on one genre in the

diverse Mann filmography (the crime thrillers), it became apparent that the existing record of

his early life was going to have to be corrected in order to adequately comprehend the films

under examination. Few are aware that Mann came late to filmmaking and had careers as

stage actor, theatrical director, and even television producer/director before Hollywood

engaged him to stage stories with 35 mm Mitchell cameras. Upon inspection of these

heretofore unknown aspects of his career, we find that his theatrical, television, and film work

are not mutually exclusive. We see links between dark crime melodramas of the 1940s and his

earlier Broadway and television plays. Our understanding of Anthony Mann’s working methods

and philosophies becomes clearer the further we delve into his pre-Hollywood

existence.Mann’s international reputation is based on the pensive and intense westerns he

made from 1949 to 1960, the most acclaimed of which starred James Stewart (Winchester ’73,

The Man from Laramie). Most are expensive Technicolor productions serving as forerunners of

the director’s widescreen 70 mm spectaculars (El Cid, The Fall of the Roman Empire), which

he made after his break with Stewart in the late 1950s. Less known and studied are Mann’s



black-and-white crime thrillers made from 1942 to 1951, and the director would have liked it to

remain that way.“You make these things and hope nobody will ever remember them,” Anthony

Mann remarked in 1953, “and then they come back to haunt you on television. One of my two

daughters is always rushing to me with a ‘Hey, Daddy—one of your pictures!’ And sure enough

it is—Railroaded, The Great Flamarion, Strangers in the Night or what-not else.”1 Mann is

referring to three of the films studied in this book, each made before he felt he hit his stride as

a commercial Hollywood director.In 1957, when interviewers Charles Bitsch and Claude

Chabrol mentioned to him that the crime thriller T-Men (1947) was the first of his pictures to get

released in France, Mann responded with relief that they had not seen the films preceding it.

Not long before his death, the director lamented, “My first films were shot under conditions that

I’d rather not talk about … After all! What do you want, with a budget of 50 or 60,000 dollars,

actors who can’t be made to say lines, and non-existent sets?”2“Tony did not think much of his

earlier films,” admitted Jean-Claude Missiaen, author of the first book ever written on Mann.

“He thought his career took off with Desperate. Before that film, he did not have anything to do

with the writing, choice of actors.”3“I think it’s just lucky that they got made,” said Mann in his

last published interview. “They cost nothing so there were no losses. They were made as

second features, but in terms of skill and ability I don’t think they have much. In terms of

experience, I learned a lot. People can’t learn the easy way.”4Given these testimonies, we can

safely assume that Anthony Mann would not have approved of this book. Many of the films

studied here are pictures he would have likely preferred us to forget, bread-and-butter

assignments for a young, charismatic freelance director new to a Hollywood unprepared to

trust him with lavish budgets and top marquee stars. The discomfort Mann felt for his 1940s

pictures is easier to comprehend when considering the low opinion polite society held of crime

melodramas, which studios viewed as nothing more than inexpensive box office attractions—

pseudoexploitation products capitalizing on violence, lurid criminality, and sexual tension. Back

in the day, movie critics dismissed the crime genre as banal, tasteless, and unoriginal—and

featuring actors on their way up or down. The same opinion went for their directors. There was

nothing remotely cool or hip about being assigned to direct a sixty-eight-minute black-and-

white cops-and-crooks saga or what later came to be characterized as a film noir. For every

Double Indemnity and The Big Sleep, there were dozens of smaller crime productions destined

not for Radio City or Grauman’s Chinese, but for the bottom half of a Forty-Second Street

double feature. There were no elegant academic terms to describe such pictures in the United

States of the 1940s. Variety labeled a film of this type a “murder meller” (Robert Wise’s Born to

Kill), a “gangster meller” (Mann’s Desperate, Railroaded!, and Raw Deal), or an “action

meller” (Mann’s Border Incident).5 These projects held no prestige for their participants, many

of who forgot making them as soon as production ended.Those who hastily apply the term film

noir to the Mann crime pictures, with their high contrast cinematography balancing hard lighting

and deep shadows, risk arousing academic ire. Arguments persist over how precisely to define

classic Hollywood noir and where to erect narrative boundaries. For the picture to qualify as

noir, it is often held that central characters must be criminals or transgressors. Applying this

rule, Mann’s Raw Deal, Side Street, and Desperate fit comfortably into the noir category.

Strange Impersonation is psychological noir. On the other hand, if the central characters are

policemen or undercover agents, as in He Walked By Night and Follow Me Quietly, the film

policier classification is more appropriate. T-Men, Railroaded!, and Border Incident each

contain elements of policier and noir. Crimes and murders are committed in the rest of the films

studied in this book, but their genre categories run the gamut from comedy/thriller/mystery (Dr.

Broadway and Two O’Clock Courage) and gothic melodrama (Strangers in the Night) to



psychological melodrama (The Great Flamarion) and period thriller with noir overtones (The

Tall Target).Anthony Mann was not entirely ashamed of his early output. Aside from Desperate,

he did go on record expressing a fondness for T-Men. Had he lived to see how highly regarded

his underrated earlier work would become, perhaps Mann might have reassessed its value. Or

he might have just shrugged off the acclaim and scolded us for finding too much artistic

meaning in what were routine assignments. No matter, no one who has experienced an

Anthony Mann picture, regardless of how early or cheaply it was made, can ever forget it.

Clearly I do not share Mann’s disdain for most of his monochromatic crime melodramas; rather,

I believe they are no less worthy of serious study than The Naked Spur or Men in War.6Often

faced with substandard projects for which he had little or no control, Mann was neither passive

nor confrontational with studio front offices or supervising producers during these early

Hollywood years. He moved from one assignment to the next and treated each with a gravity

that made one believe he was as passionate about the material as his corporate overseers.

Even the weakest Mann enterprises (easily outnumbered by his triumphs) contain brilliant

passages reminding us of the commanding talent behind the camera. Equally apparent is the

directorial signature of restrained anguish that has come to symbolize an Anthony Mann

picture along with an economical use of the camera in emphasizing emotions.Mann was not

the larger-than-life figure we associate with a Huston, Welles, Preminger, or Lang. An engaging

interview subject, he was not as media savvy as Alfred Hitchcock and Billy Wilder in terms of

shaping his image before the press and public. Described in a 1939 newspaper interview as “a

shy, nervous looking chap,” in a 1950 account as “a good-looking, good-natured chap,” in a

separate 1950 interview as “an intense, volatile man with a keen profile and a high forehead,”

and in a 1956 studio press release as “[a] sharply intense man,” Mann had to have been a

tough customer during the production stages of his filmmaking.7 No director of Hollywood

westerns, war films, costume epics, or violent crime melodramas can be otherwise. This was,

after all, a man who had to deal with tyrannical Columbia Pictures boss Harry Cohn on two of

his 1950s westerns. Yet Mann was not a cantankerous fighter who ruled by fear and

intimidation, nor did he bear grudges, factors which lead to his eventual ruination in the hands

of massive productions and massive egos.Uncovering precisely who is responsible for a studio

success can only be determined by returning to primary sources, which I have made it my

mission to do whenever possible. By now, it is a cliché to say that film is a collaborative

medium, and when considering the assembly line mentality of U.S. movie production of the

1930s and 1940s, it is dangerous to assign credit or blame exclusively to the director. In many

cases, Mann was brought in after a film had been written and cast, and he most likely departed

for subsequent projects before editing began. This was how the system operated, as renowned

English film director Michael Powell tersely reminds readers in his memoirs:There has been so

much yapping over the years about the film director, the film auteur … that it is very difficult for

the general public, and even for the informed public, to realize that making a film is an industrial

process and it is perfectly possible to edit, alter, present and have a resounding success

without the director having anything more to do with the film from the moment he stops

shouting at the actors.8To illustrate this theory, we should recall that Mann directed five major

features for three leading Hollywood studios between early 1949 and early 1950. After shooting

Border Incident at M-G-M in January and February of 1949, the studio assigned him to the

“documentary” thriller Side Street, which began filming in late April. When that picture finished

filming two months later, Mann was immediately put to work on his first theatrical western

Devil’s Doorway (also M-G-M), which entered production on August 17. Once the Robert Taylor

western finished sixty-four days later, Mann headed to Paramount and producer Hal Wallis for



a November 8 start date on The Furies. No sooner had this Barbara Stanwyck picture finished

in December than Mann relocated to Universal-International to begin work on Winchester ’73,

whose cameras began turning on Valentine’s Day 1950.9 It would have been physically

impossible for Mann to supervise editing on all these productions (although he does appear to

have been present for at least a portion of the process on some of them). In late 1950, he

admitted to a newspaper reporter that while he felt editing was the core of a motion picture, the

director working in the current Hollywood studio climate had to battle to remain involved in the

process.10 Whatever Mann’s involvement was in preproduction and postproduction on the

pictures covered here, it is clear from the results that he took each assignment seriously and

maximized his time on the set. His work stands out from other 1940s and 1950s directors

whose eagerness to race through low-budget projects led them to lose sight of cinematic

potentiality.Anthony Mann was not without some critical supporters in the United States, but

glowing reviews were a rarity for most of the films discussed here. Influential New York Times

critic Bosley Crowther, who had already expended considerable ink in savaging the RKO

chillers of producer Val Lewton, was not a fan of the 1940s Mann thrillers. Reviewing the 1950

masterpiece Side Street, Crowther’s brief review concluded: “It can only be fully recommended

to those who have a deep and morbid interest in crime.” Even French leftist critic Georges

Sadoul, who should have known better, dismissed Mann’s entire 1940s output as “mediocre B-

pictures.”11It is my objective to put to rest such dismissive assessments of this mercurial

Hollywood director’s early body of work. The Mann crime pictures are not exceptions in our

comprehension of a fully realized Anthony Mann production: like the later films, they are

inhabited by psychologically complex, volatile, emotionally scarred protagonists prone to erratic

and violent behavior. With only a handful of exceptions, his pictures do not rely on simplicity

and sentiment except in situations beyond his control. The violence depicted (as is standard in

any Mann movie) is never glamorized or romanticized, even when brutally portrayed. “I’m the

most unsadistic guy in the world, personally,” Mann said in the aforementioned 1953 interview,

“but I’ve done so many westerns and gangsters I don’t know how to kill a man any

more.”12Killing men on screen was never the motivating factor behind the filmmaker and his

art. Even in these early crime melodramas, where the director seems to be biding his time,

there are clear indications of a desire to examine deeper psychological and philosophical

aspects of humanity. As Missiaen states,Tony knew a lot about the camera (lenses, deep or

short focus) but he was also aware of the human condition. That’s why he was a superlative

director of actors. They often gave him the most of what they had to offer. Tony was careful not

to tire them: two simple shots of Richard Basehart [in He Walked By Night], wounded, when

the bullet goes out … one striking shot of Dennis O’Keefe’s face when he is about to watch

Alfred Ryder’s death in T-Men.13Simplicity is often the key to unlocking the secrets to Mann’s

power as a filmmaker. More a disciple of the John Ford directorial technique than the Alfred

Hitchcock method, Mann was protective of his camera. When he used close-ups they were to

exemplify highly emotional moments in a story (examples of which appear throughout this

book). In general, he favored the medium shot where the camera was placed below eye level in

order to achieve what journalist Ezra Goodman described as “intimacy and identification with

the focal character in a scene.”14 A 1950 newspaper interview quoted Mann on the topic of

camera movement:Some directors like to move a camera all over the place. That way they can

create a certain suspense with an unknown thing that is moving around; but more often the

spectator is conscious of a feeling of false movement that has no relation to the scene, a

feeling of technicians “pushing” . . .I never use moving shots—except to dolly along with a

player or players who are engaged in some critical action. I can get much more value by



bringing my players downstage and close up—and by dramatic cutting.Also, I can save money.

It is much less expensive to light one area than the many areas covered by a moving

camera.15Anthony Mann saved a lot of money for his producers in the many crime thrillers

under study here, but, as Missiaen indicates, even the director’s economizing did not stop his

concerns for the human condition from emerging. What Mann wrote in 1964 could easily apply

to certain aspects of his 1942–51 crime melodramas:I believe in the nobility of the human

spirit. It is that for which I look in a subject I am to direct. I do not believe that everybody is bad,

that the whole world is wrong. The greatness of Shakespeare’s plays is the nobility of the

human spirit, even though he may destroy the character.16
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Addison de Witt, “A major contribution to film scholarship. Max Alvarez provides a solid

contribution to the already remakarble corpus of Anthony Mann studies. His reasarch focused

on the early life and debuts in theatre and television would justifity buying this book, as it brings

a new light to an obscure and neglected phase of Mann's career. The noir "œuvre" is

discussed in depth with numerous script excepts, screen shots, etc. All in all a major work.”

Renaissance, “Excellent film book!. Excellent film book about the filmmaker, Anthony Mann.

Well researched and written with great insights about the man and his unique visual film style.”

W. CREED, “Great introcution to Anthony Mann and his life. Anthony Mann is one of the greatly

unappreciated directors of the fifties. His westerns with James Stewart not only revitalized

Stewart's career but got Mann a place in the list of great western directors. Max Alvarez argues
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quite persuasively that some of his crime films deserve equal appreciation. His book is worth

reading and getss my four star rating just for the opening chapters which are a short biography

of Mann, who had quite an interesting childhood and upbringing. Alvarez then goes into great

detail about Mann's early films. My main criticism of the book is Alvarez's repetitions of facts in

the different sections on each film. Also, he goes quite a lot into the marketing (or lack of it) of

each film, a little too much for me since it really doesn't further explain why Mann's early films

have not received proper critical respect. But Alvarez does do a great job with his critical

explanations of the films, showing the evolution of Mann's directorial vision.”

Anne McDaniel, “Comprehensive and Intelligently written. I enjoyed reading about Anthony

Mann's work, most notably about the Noir years. Clearly, Mr. Alvarez has a deep

understanding of his subject and he includes well researched information. It's a great read and

I highly recommend this gem to anyone interested in film.”

The book by George Catlin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 5 people have provided feedback.
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